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An important question in modular representation theory is: When is the p- 
subgroup D of the finite group G a defect group for some p-block of G? 
Brauer, of course, showed that we need only consider the case when D u G, 
and reduced the problem further to questions about blocks of defect 0 of 
DC,(D)/D and their inertia subgroups in G. However, when D = l,, for 
example, this is not a reduction at all. 
In fact, very few conditions are known to be sufficient for D to be a defect 
group. One condition was given by Brauer and Fowler [I], and further 
conditions of a similar nature were given by Tsushima [2] and Wada 131. In 
this paper, we give a precise formula for the number of p-blocks with defect 
group D by extending the techniques of the three above-mentioned papers, 
together with some new ideas. We mention some situations where group- 
theoretic information can be used to demonstrate the existence of p-blocks 
with a given defect group, and we obtain strong information about the way 
in which defect groups occur as Sylow-intersections. 
Before we can state our main result, we need to fix our notation. G is a 
finite group, p is a prime, P is a fixed Sylow p-subgroup of G, D is a normal 
p-subgroup of G (the possibility that D = 1, is not excluded). Also, ( yi: 
1 < i < r} is a full set of representatives of those conjugacy classes of p- 
regular elements of G which have defect group D (where a defect group for a 
conjugacy class of p-regular elements is a Sylow p-subgroup of the 
centralizer of some element of that class) and { gj: 1 <j < n) is a full set of 
(P, P) double-coset representatives, chosen wherever possible to satisfy 
(simultaneously) 
(i) gj is p-regular, 
(ii> D E WpG(gjN~ 
(iii) P n Pgj = D. 
If it is not possible to choose any gj which satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and 
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(iii), we set k = 0. Otherwise we label so that gj satisfies conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) for 1 <j < k, but not for j > k. If k # 0 we define an r x k matrix N 
with entries in GF(p) by: for 1 < i < r, 1 <j < k, nij is the residue (mod p) 
of the number of conjugates of yi in the coset gjC,(D). 
We can now state our main theorem: 
THEOREM A. The number of blocks of G with defect group D is the rank 
of the matrix NNT if k # 0, and is 0 if k = 0. 
ProoJ: For 1 < i, j < r, we define the set Q, by: 
Q, = {(a, b): a is conjugate to yi, b is conjugate to yj, and a-lb E P). 
We note that if .R, is not empty, then P acts by conjugation on a,, and each 
orbit has length papd (where IPI =p”, JDI =pd). We define the r x r matrix 
S with entries in GF(p) by: sij is the residue (modp) of IQij(/~o-d. We will 
first prove that the rank of S is the number of p-blocks of G with defect 
group D, and then we will show that S = NNT if k # 0, S = 0 if k = 0. 
Let K = Q(w), where w is a primitive 1 GIth root of unity, let R be the ring 
of algebraic integers in K, and let p be a prime ideal of R containing p. Let 
R* denote the localization of R at p, and let rr denote the unique maximal 
ideal of R *. We let F be R */rr, so that F is a finite field of characteristic p. 
Also, for any group H, we let Irr(H) denote the set of complex irreducible 
characters of H. Finally, for a, b, c E G, we let #(dd = c) denote the number 
of times c may be written as a product of a conjugate of a with a conjugate 
of b. 
Then the well-known formula of Burnside gives 
Changing the order of summation yields 
IGI 
IQijl = IC,(y,)) I C,(JJj)( ,,g,, IPW ‘A 
x0; ‘1 X(Yj> 
x(l) . 
Since D E Syl p(C,(yj)), we may rearrange the above equation to obtain 
[G: C,(Yi)l X(Yi) x(1) xwM,~ ‘J’ 
We note at this point that if the class sum of yi lies in the radical of 
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Z(FG), we have sij = 0 for any j, because [G: c,(Yi)l x(Yi) E x for each 
x E Irr(G). x(l) 
Let * denote images in F. Then we have 
[G: Cs,‘iy,),$ = 
[G: C,(Yi)l X(Yi> * x(1) X(YJ’)“orl,~ I,)*. 
Let (e,: 1 < t < m) be the set of primitive idempotents of Z(FG) and let 2, 
be the linear character of Z(FG) afforded by e, for 1 Q t < m. We define an 
algebra homomorphism s: Z(FG) --f Z(FG) by: Xs = x7=, n,(X) e,. We note 
that s* = s and that ker(s) = rad(Z(FG)). 
Suppose that F has pc elements. Then for each X E Z(FG) we have 
(Xs)PC = CF= l /l,(X)PC e, = EyEI A,(X) e, = Xs. Now X = Xs + (X - Xs), so 
Xpc = Xs + (X - XS)~‘. Since X - Xs E ker s, so is nilpotent, we may repeat 
this argument until we eventually obtain Xs = Xpcf for some J In particular, 
Xs belongs to the subalgebra of Z(FG) generated by X. 
For 1 Q i Q r, let Ki denote the class sum in Z(FG) of the class containing 
yi. Then K, E Z(FC,(D)), so that Kis E Z(FC,(D)) also. Now we label so 
that (e,: 1 < t < q} is the set of block idempotents of the blocks of G which 
have defect group D. Then A,(Ki) = 0 if t > q, because D is contained in the 
defect group of every p-block of G, and D E Sylp(C,(yi)). 
For 1 < t < q, e, is a linear combination of class sums of classes of p- 
regular elements whose defect groups are contained in D.Thus Kis is a linear 
combination of K,, K, ,..., K,, since K,s = Cy=, l,(Ki) e, and also 
KiS E Z(FC,(D)). 
We note that if K is a class sum of a class of elements whose defect group 
does not contain D then K E ker s, since K E rad(Z(FG)). Also, for 
1 < t < q, e, = e,s, so it follows that e, is in fact a linear combination of 
K, s ,..., Kp: 
Thus {Kis: 1 < i < r} and (e,: 1 < t < q} span the same (q-dimensional) 
subspace of Z(FG). We now proceed to derive an explicit expression for Kis 
for 1 < i < r. 
Let B, denote the p-block of G which contains e, for 1 < t < m. We have 
sij 
m 
[G: C,( yj)]$ =.,T, nt(Ki) 
,G:lpl* )l’, x(Yi’)*orlp~ 1,)“. 
Now for each t, we may lift e, to an idempotent of Z(R*G), and the coef- 
ficient of yj in this idempotent is l/l GI CXEB,x(y,: ‘) x( 1). 
Since we know that CxEB, x( y,: ‘) x(u) = 0 for u E P”, the above coefficient 
Of Yj is UGI CXEB,x(~,T1) CUEPx(~) which is l/[G:Pl i&t, 
X(Y,atl,~ ‘p). 
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We see then that s,/[G: C,(yj)]z, is precisely the coefficient of K,i in 
CF! 1 A,(Ki) e,. Thus for 1 ,< i < r we have 
Since {Kj: 1 < i < r} is linearly independent, and {Kis: 1 < i < r) spans a 
subspace of dimension q of Z(FG), it readily follows that the r x r matrix S 
has rank q, which is precisely the number of blocks of G with defect group 
D. 
We now show that S = NNr. For 1 ,< i, j < r, we consider the contribution 
to j 0, ( from the double coset Pg,P. Suppose that the coset g,P contains a 
conjugates of yi, and b conjugates of Yj. Then so does xg,P for any x E P 
(since xg,,,x-‘P = xg,P for x E P). Then the contribution to (J2,( from 
Pg,P is [P: P ng,Pg; ‘1 ab. 
Now P n g,,, Pg; ’ permutes the conjugates of yi in the coset g, P in orbits 
to length [P f3 g,Pg;’ : D], since D 4 G and D E Syl p(C,( yi)). The same 
applies to conjugates of yj in g, P, so that [P n g, Pg; ’ : D]’ divides ab. 
Thus the contribution to [nijl from Pg,P is divisible by 
[P: D][Pn g,Pg;’ : D]. We are only concerned, however, with the residue 
(modp) of IOiil/~“-d (namely, sjJ. This is 0 unless 
(i) Png,,,Pg;’ = D, 
(ii) the coset g,P contains a conjugate of yi and of yj. 
By the choice of double coset representatives, Pg,P makes no 
contribution to sij unless k # 0 and m < k. For m < k, the contribution to 
/Gij(/p”-d from Pg,P is ab, where a is the number of conjugates of yi in 
g,P and b is the number of conjugates of yj in g,P. Each conjugate of yi lies 
in g,,,C,(D) since yi and g, both lie in C,(D), and the same applies to Y,~. 
Thus a = rt,,(mod p) and b = nj,(modp), so that the contribution from 
Pg,P to sjj is nimnjm. Thus sij = Ck=, ni,,,n,i, if k # 0, sii = 0 if k = 0. 
Hence we have proved that S = 0 if k = 0, and that S = NNT if k # 0, so 
the proof of Theorem A is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let H be a finite group, q be a prime, Q be a defect 
group for some q-block of H. Then whenever R is a Sylow q-subgroup of H 
containing Q there is a q-regular element y E H with Q E Syl q(C,(y)) such 
thatRnRY=Q. 
Proof: Let N = NH(Q), and let S by a Sylow q-subgroup of N 
containing (R n N). Then Q is a defect group for some q-block of N, by 
Brauer’s First Main Theorem. By Theorem A, Q = Sn Sy for some q- 
regular element y such that Q E Syl q(C,(y)). Thus Q = (R n N)n 
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(RnN)Y=RnRYnN, If RnRY > Q, then RnRynN> Q, so we must 
have R n RY = Q. Also if T E Syl q(C,(y)) with T > Q, then Tn N > Q, 
whereas Q E Syl q(C,(y)). Hence Q E Syl q(C,(y)). 
Remark. Corollary 1 extends the results of J. A. Green and others. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that p = 2, and that y is an element of G of odd 
order with D E Syl,(C,(y)) and S n S = D for each Sylow 2-subgroup, S, 
of G. Then D is a defect group for some 2-block, B, of G, and for any x E B, 
we have 
[G: C,(y)] #f O(mod n). 
Proof With the notation as used for the proof of Theorem A, we may 
assume that y = y, . Let Pg, P be a double coset which contains a conjugate 
of y, say, x- ‘yx. Then P f7 g,Pg; ’ is conjugate to P n x-‘yxPx- ‘y-Ix, 
which is in turn conjugate to y -‘xPx-’ y n XPx- I = (P”-‘)’ n P*-’ = D, by 
hypothesis. Thus m < k. The (1, 1)-entry of NNT is Ci=, n:,,, = 
<cx= I %J** 
However, xi= r n,, is the residue (mod 2) of [G: C,(y)]/[P: D] because 
if g,P contains a conjugates of y, the total number of conjugates of y within 
Pg,P is [P: D] a. Since DE Syl,(C,(y)), CL=, n,, ~0, SO NNT # 0. 
Furthermore, since s,, # 0, by a remark made during the proof of Theorem 
A, there is a character x E Irr(G) such that 
[G: C,(y)] $ f 0 (mod n). 
Since D a G and D E Syl,(C,(y)), x lies in a 2-block with defect group D. 
Remark. Corollary 2 has no analogue when p is odd. For example, let 
p = 3, G = S, ,y = (1234). Then S n Sy = 1, for each Sylow 3-subgroup, S, 
of G. Also, 1, E SyI,(C,(y)). H owever, G has only one 3-block of defect 0, 
containing a character, x of degree 6. x is induced from a character of degree 
3 OfA,, sox(y)=O. 
Group Theoretic Conditions Which Simplifv the Calculation of the ~i,i 
LEMMA 1. If yi and yj generate dlflerent normal subgroups of G, then 
(R,\ = 0. 
Proof. Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by the conjugates 
of yi. Suppose that yj 5?~ N, but that (a,\ # 0. Then, without loss of 
generality, y;‘yj E P. Thus (yiN)-‘(yjN) E PN/N. Since yi E N, we have 
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yjN E PN/N, a contradiction, since yjN is p-regular and PN/N is a p-group. 
Thus if (R,] # 0, we have yj E N. A similar argument, reversing the roles of 
yi and yj, establishes Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that yi and yj have coprime orders, not both 1, and 
that C,(D) is p-solvable. Then /R,( = 0. 
Proof: We prove by induction that if H is a p-solvable group, and 
X, y E H# are p-regular elements of coprime order, then the order of X- ‘y is 
not a power of p. The result is true if H is a p’-group. Suppose that the result 
has been established for p-solvable group of order less than j HI. We may 
suppose that O,(H) = l,, for otherwise @O,,(H))-‘(yO,(H)) could not have 
order a power ofp in H/O,(H), so the order of x-‘y could not be a power of 
P* 
Thus O,,(H) # 1,. If x or y is in O,,(H), then xP’y is a p-regular element 
of ZP, so the order of x-‘y is not a power ofp. Otherwise, by induction, the 
order of @O,,,(H))-‘(yO,,,(H)) is not a power ofp. In any case, the order of 
x-‘y cannot be a power of p. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that yi E O,,,(G). Then Iniji = 0 if i#j, and )Rii) = 
[G: C,(y,)]. Thus sij = Ofir j# 1, and sii # 0. 
ProofI Suppose that a is conjugate to yi, b is conjugate to yi, and that 
a-‘b E P. Since yi E O,,,(G), a E O,.(G). Hence a-‘b is p-regular, as b is p- 
regular. Thus a-lb= l,, so a=b. Hence (.f2,(=0 if i#j, and /fiii(= 
[G: C,(yi)]. Now sii is the residue (mod p) of [G: C,(y,)]/[P: D], so sii # 0, 
as D E SYl P(C,(Yi>>* 
COROLLARY 3 (Tsushima [2]). Ifyl , y*,..., y, E O,,(G), then there are at 
least m blocks of G with defect group D. 
Proof: With notation as in the proof of Theorem A, the matrix S has 
rank at least m (using Lemma 3). 
COROLLARY 4. Let H be a finite group, T be a Sylow q-subgroup of H 
for some prime q. Then there are at least as many q-blocks of H as there are 
conjugacy classes of q-regular elements of H meeting U, gT O,,(N,,(R)). 
Proof: We first note that if y E O,,(N,(B)) for some q-subgroup B 
of H, then y E O,,(C,(B)), and that if B < K E Syl q(C,(y)), then 
y E O,,(C,(B)) n C,(K) < O,,(C,(K)) = O,(N,(K)). Now if L is another 
Sylow q-subgroup of C,(y), then L = KC for some c E C,(y), so that 
Y ;JJ; ~y~,$WcN = 0,4N&)). 
, , 2 ,..., y,} be a set of representatives for all the conjugacy classes 
of q-regular elements of H which meet lJ,,, O,,(N,(R)). Define an 
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equivalence relation - on ( y, 9.. y,} by yi w yj if and only if the Sylow q- 
subgroups of C,(yi) and C,(y,) are conjugate in H. 
Relabel, if necessary, so that {y,,..., ym} is one equivalence class under -, 
and so that there is a subgroup, Q, of T such that Q E Syl q(C,(yi)) for 
1 < i < m (replacing the yi by suitable conjugates as the need arises). Then 
yi E O,,(N,(Q)) for 1 < i < m, so by Corollary 3 N,(Q) has at least m q- 
blocks with defect group Q, and by Brauer’s First Main Theorem so has H. 
The same argument may be applied to each equivalence class to conclude 
that H has at least n q-blocks. 
LEMMA 4. Let yj and yj be involutions of G (with notation as in the 
proof of Theorem A), and suppose that p is odd. Then is i f j, ) R,) = 0, and 
ifi =j, but yi inverts no p-element ofC,(D)#, (~ij( = [G: C,(y,)]. 
Proof If i St j, and a is conjugate to yi, b is conjugate to Y,~, then a ‘b 
cannot lie in P, for if it did it would have odd order and yi would be 
conjugate to vi. 
Thus Ia,1 = 0 if i #j. If yi inverts no p-element of G#, it is easy to see 
that (Gii( = {G: C,(yi)], so that sii # 0, as D E Syl p(C,(y,)). 
The following result extends that of Brauer and Fowler 1 I J, and is implicit 
in the results of Wada 131. 
COROLLARY 5. If p is odd, and y,, y, . . . y, are involutions which invert 
no p-element of C,(D)#, then G has at least m p-blocks with defect group D. 
Proof By Lemma 4, the matrix S has rank m or more, so the result 
follows from Theorem A. 
We have seen that defect groups are Sylow intersections of a special kind. 
Corollary 2 says something in the opposite direction, and the next result says 
more in that direction. 
COROLLARY 6. Let H be a finite group, and let Q be a Sylow 2- 
intersection of H which is maximal under inclusion (among Sylow 2- 
intersections). Then either Q is a defect group for some 2-block of H or (i), 
(ii) and (iii) are all true. 
(9 Q E SYMO~+,AN~(Q))). 
(ii) NH(Q) is 2-constrained, and C,(Q) has a normal 2complement. 
(iii) O,,(N,(Q)) = O,,(N,(T)) whenever T E Syl,(H) with Q < T. 
Proof Let K= NH(Q). Then Q is a maximal Sylow 2-intersection within 
K. Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) have been established within K (assuming 
that Q is not a defect group for any 2-block of K). Let T be a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of H with Q < T. Then Tn K > Q. Let R E Syl,(K) with 
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(TnK) <R, and let x E O,,(K). Then x E O,,(N,(R)), so x E C,(R), and 
(Tf-lK) = (TfTK)“. Thus Tn TX n K > Q, so Tn TX > Q. By the 
maximality of Q, x E N,(T). 
Thus 0, ,(C,(Q)) < NAT), so that O,,(C,JQ)) < O,,(N,(T)) by a well- 
known lemma of H. Bender (since NH(T) is certainly 2constrained). Since 
C,(Q) has a normal 2complement, O,,(N,(T)) < O,(N,(Q)). Thus 
0, @dQ)) = 0, P,(T)). 
Suppose that Q is not a defect group for any 2-block of H. Then Q is not 
a defect group for any 2-block of K. From now on, then, we may work 
within K, and we do so. Since Q is a Sylow 2-intersection in K, we certainly 
have Q = O,(K). Let R E Syl,(K). The fact that Q is a maximal Sylow 2- 
intersection in K implies that N&Y) < N,(R) whenever Q < X < R. 
Suppose that Q 65 Syl,(O,,,,(K)). Then K = O,,(K) N,(R). Now R -#I K, so 
that O,,(K) 4 N,(R). Hence there is an element x E O,,(K) which is not 
conjugate within O,,(K) to any element of N,(R). Since K = O,,(K) N,(R), x 
is not conjugate within K to any element of N,(R). 
It follows that Q E Syl,(C,(x)) (otherwise, without loss of generality, 
R n RX > Q, so that x E N,(R), a contradiction). By Corollary 3, Q is a 
defect group for some 2-block of K, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
Q E SYMO,,,,(K)). 
Suppose that K is not 2constrained. Let L be the inverse image in K of 
some component of K/O,,(K). Then [L, Q] < O,,(K) n Q = l,, so 
L < C,(Q). Also, Q n L & Syl,(L), because Q n L <Z(L) and L/O,,(K) is 
perfect. Thus Q @ Syl,(QC,(Q)). Hence K = QC,(Q) N,(R), so 
K = C,(Q) N,(R). The argument used earlier for O,,(K) shows that there is 
an element x E C,(Q) which is not conjugate within K to any element of 
N,(R). 
Then for each h E K, we have R n Rhxh-’ = Q, so that Rh n (Rh)x = Q. 
We may write x =yz where y is a 2-element, z has odd order, yz = zy, and 
(replacing x by a suitable conjugate if need be) y E R. Then y E R n RX, so 
that y E Q. Thus R h n (Rh)’ = Q for each h E K. Now z E C,(Q), and we 
see easily that Q E Syl,(C,(z)). 
By Corollary 2, Q is a defect group for some 2-block of K, contrary to 
hypothesis. Thus K is 2-constrained, and Q E Syl,(QC,(Q)). Also, 
Z(Q) E Syl,(C,(Q)), so that C,(Q) has a normal 2complement. 
It remains to prove that O,,(K) = O,,(C,(R)). Since C,(Q) has a normal 
2-complement, 0, ((C,(R)) < 0, (C,(Q)) = 0, ,(K). Suppose that 0, ,(K) 4 
C,(R). Then some x E O,,(K)” must be conjugate to its inverse within K 
(otherwise, an easy induction argument on 1 (y)l shows that [O,,(K), y] = 1, 
for each y E R). Thus C,(x) does not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. 
Hence no conjugate of x lies in N,(R) (otherwise, without loss of generality, 
x E N,(R) and [R, x] <R n O,,(K) = lK). Thus, for each h E K we have 
RnR hxh-1 _ - Q, so (Rh) n (Rh)” = Q. Hence Q E Syl,(C,(x)), so by 
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Corollary 3, Q is a defect group for some 2-block of K, contrary to 
hypothesis. Thus O,,(K) < O,,(C,(R)), and the proof of Corollary 6 is com- 
plete. 
Remark. There is no direct analogue of Corollary 6 for odd p. For 
example, let H be the semi-direct product AX where X is a direct product of 
six copies of Z, with three copies of Z, , and where A is a Frobenius group 
of order 21 acting on X in such a way that an element of order 7 in A acts 
without non-trivial fixed points on X. Let p = 3, and let Q = O,(H). 
Then Q is a maximal Sylow 3-intersection of H, but Q is not a defect 
group for any 3-block of H, for there is no 3-regular element y E H such that 
Q E Syl,(C,(y)). Condition (iii) of Corollary 6 fails to hold within H, 
because if R is any Sylow 3subgroup of H, [R, O,,(H)] # 1,. 
We also remark that if conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 6 all hold, 
then Q is not a defect group for any 2-block of H, since each 2-block of 
N,,(Q) is a block of full defect. 
Perhaps also worth mentioning is the following result, as it allows us to 
assume that we are dealing with an elementary abelian defect group when we 
wish to know how many p-blocks have a given defect group. (The notation is 
that used for Theorem A.) 
COROLLARY 7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between p-blocks of 
G with defect group D and p-blocks of G/@(D) with defect group D/@(D). 
Proof: Let bars denote images in G/@(D). Then {yi: 1 < i < r) is a full 
set of representatives of those conjugacy classes of p-regular elements with 
defect group fi (as any p-regular element which acts trivially on D/@(D) 
must already centralize D). For 1 < i, j< r define the set ~2;~ by 
0; = ((6,b): a is conjugate to yi, 6 is conjugate to yj, ti-‘KE P}. 
Then it is easily verified that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
Qij (as defined in the proof of Theorem A) and Q;i for 1 < i, j < r. 
Hence the matrix S (as defined for G during the proof of Theorem A) and 
the corresponding matrix, S’, for G, are identical. The rank of S’ is the 
number of p-blocks of G with defect group fi and the rank of S is the 
number of p-blocks of G with defect group D, so the proof of Corollary 7 is 
complete. 
Finally, we make some remarks about using knowledge of the sii to 
construct idempotents of Z(FG) (returning to the notation used in the proof 
of Theorem A). Once we know the sij for 1 < i, j < r, we know Kis for 
1 < i < r. We also know that (XS)~’ = Xs for each X E Z(FG). 
Let Yf 0 be an F-linear combination of K,s, K*s,..., K,s, and let 
E, = C?;;’ -Y’. Since Yp’ = Y, it is easy to check that Et = E,. 
In fact, E, = Cy!, - (Cf:;’ A,( Y)i) e,, and we know that CyL; ’ 
,?,(Y)i = 0 unless n,(Y) = 1. Hence E, = C ,r:l,(v)= ,, e,. In particular, we may 
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apply this argument to any non-zero Kis to produce idempotents of Z(FG) 
(for if K,s # 0, there is some 1 E F such that ECalK,,, # 0). 
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